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Sunlight Peeking Through the Trees 
January 12, 2022
Acrylic on canvas

“People constantly search for brighter days, like peeking through the trees 
for sunlight.  One must go through adversity to find the gold at the end of a 
rainbow.  The vision of the tree branches are the rough patches in life that you 
go through and the sun peeking through is to show you that the brighter days 
are in the foreseeable future.  My life is a blessed one, but I do face adversi-
ties like everyone else, but the difference is that I see my bright days emerge 
from breakthroughs that make my heart smile.  I’m always working so hard so 
constant progression is inevitable.  One day at a time, slow and steady, and 
you will win the race of life.”
 — Joey Lowenstein
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Author’s Note

In this book, I have compiled what I believe 
to be some of my finest pieces as a poet 
and painter.  As I have been inspired by so 
many people around me, I hope to inspire 
others with my words and art.

We all have the potential to be artists.  By  
getting in touch with your inner artist, you 
can discover the skills that can be devel-
oped through hours of practice.  As a result, 
you will produce pieces and portraits you 
hadn’t imagined.  I thank you from the bot-
tom of my heart for checking out my work!
 — Joey Lowenstein

Overcoming Obstacles
This is only the beginning.  Joey has more to write, more to paint. 

Despite Joey’s challenges, he has never let them discourage him from 
overcoming them.  Joey’s abilities have exceeded what was thought 

possible by others, and he has proved the naysayers wrong.

Weekly Writing Sessions
Joey Lowenstein and Rabbi Yitzchak Schwartz have weekly writing sessions via Skype; Joey is in Florida 
and the Rabbi is in Israel.  As a young man living with autism with unreliable speech, Joey is considered 
nonverbal.  Joey spells out each word on a keyboard, which an aide is holding. Joey is not verbalizing 

these writings except an occasional word after he spells it.  Joey decides the topic and the title of the poem 
and writes the first few lines...followed by the Rabbi; they alternate until the poem is completed.  
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Knowing the Unknown  (Part One)
October 31, 2021

Joey: I have been in a very peaceful mood today especially after a great walk on  
 the St. Pete Pier.

Rabbi: What is the topic for today?

Joey: Peace with yourself in knowing the unknown.

Rabbi: Why did you choose that particular topic now?

Joey:	 We	all	have	a	purpose	in	life	to	fulfill.

Joey:	 Knowing	the	Unknown	—	Opens	the	doors	to	new	findings	of	yourself	 
 that completes your future.

Rabbi: Knowing the Unknown — Opens the windows to the great outdoors and  
 lets the wind of knowledge blow inside your deepest insights.

Joey:	 Knowing	the	Unknown	—	Helps	you	reflect	off	striving	for	something	 
 bigger than you and me.

Rabbi:  Knowing the Unknown — Assists you to discover and uncover your  
 essential core points that guide you everywhere and everyday.

Joey: Knowing the Unknown — Helps your relationship with God grow  
 stronger and more alive.

Rabbi:  Knowing the Unknown — Helps you to bridge that gap between you and  
 the Holy One everyday and in every way.

Joey: Knowing the Unknown — Transcends air that you breathe of life’s prizes  
 in the game of life.

Knowing the Unknown  (Part One)

Knowing the unknown,
Opens the doors to new findings of yourself that completes your future.

Knowing the unknown,
Helps you reflect off striving for something bigger than you and me.

Knowing the unknown,
Helps your relationship with God grow stronger and more alive.

Knowing the unknown,
Transcends air that you breathe of life’s prizes in the game of life.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Friendly Skies 
October 20, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Friendly Skies depicts the way opportunity opens once the storm clears. 
Sometimes it can seem that the storm will last a long and dreadful time,  

while however, once the storm clears the warmth generated by the peeking 
sun brings a new light to our current situation.  Life has many ups and downs.  
It’s important to learn from experience…and no matter the obstacle, one can  

overcome it.  When your light shines your reflection will be even brighter.”
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Knowing the Unknown  (Part Two)
November 1, 2021

Joey: Knowing the Unknown — There I walk tiptoeing on line of uncertainty and knowing I’m  
 on the right path to the future of brightness and breakthroughs there presents joy from  
 within.

Rabbi: Knowing the Unknown — This is the path that was shown to me from the very beginning.

Joey:	 Knowing	the	Unknown	—	Look	up	and	you	will	find	it,	dig	a	little	deeper	from	within	 
	 and	find	the	knowing	of	the	future.

Rabbi: Knowing the Unknown — Look around and see how the vista outside of you mirrors the  
 depth inside of you.

Joey:  Knowing the Unknown — Some things we don’t know and some things we do know and  
	 knowing	the	unknown	allows	you	to	strive	and	find	it	and	eventually	know.

Rabbi: Knowing the Unknown — Sometimes we can see and sometimes we cannot, but knowing  
 the unknown allows you to see the unseen.

Joey: Knowing the Unknown — Knowing with naked eyes I see the unknown and the mind  
 forbids to crave connecting with your inner being that excels all other bliss.

Knowing the Unknown  (Part Two)

Knowing the unknown — There I walk tiptoeing on line of uncertainty and knowing 
I’m on the right path to the future of brightness and breakthroughs there presents joy 
from within.

Knowing the unknown — Look up and you will find it, dig a little deeper from within 
and find the knowing of the future.

Knowing the unknown — Some things we don’t know and some things we do know 
and knowing the unknown allows you to strive and find it and eventually know.

Knowing the unknown — Knowing with naked eyes, I see the unknown and the mind 
forbids to crave connecting with your inner being that excels all other bliss.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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A Fire Gaze 
October 27, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“A Fire Gaze is a painting meant to represent the burning desire that is seeing 
through the eyes of the viewer.  The white light represents the burning from 

the flame.  We all have a burning desire deep down and to tame that flame is 
to miss out on its potential push to our greater selves.  I try each day to  

unearth the deep flame inside and warm others so that they too can see  
a fire gaze in their eyes.”
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One Snowy Peak at a Time  (Part One)
November 7, 2021

Rabbi:  What topic would you like this poem to be about? 

Joey:  The beauty on top of a snowy mountain.

Rabbi:  Why did you choose that topic out of all topics? 

Joey:  In Aspen, everyone needs to experience a winter so beautiful.

Rabbi:	What	would	make	a	good	title	and	good	first	line?	

Joey:  One Snowy Peak at a Time — My heart races for your blissfulness.

Rabbi: One Snowy Peak at a Time — My imagination cup runneth over with snowy images and  
 icy feelings. 

Joey: One Snowy Peak at a Time — I witness the snowy blanket rushing in between my board  
 and mind.

Rabbi:	One	Snowy	Peak	at	a	Time	—	Like	an	eagle	in	flight	and	deer	in	the	night,	I	swiftly	glide 
 down the mountainside.

Joey: One Snowy Peak at a Time — As you see the little houses with chimneys smoking  
 through the sky, I think how lucky I am to be alive.

Rabbi:		One	Snowy	Peak	at	a	Time	—	As	you	focus	on	the	finish	line,	your	inner	peace	begins	to 
 overtake your mind and soul begins to shine like it never has before.

Joey:  One Snowy Peak at a Time — As I look to the stars for guidance I noticed a little voice  
 tell me one peak at a time…I will always shine.

One Snowy Peak at a Time  (Part One)

One snowy peak at a time
My heart races for your blissfulness.

One snowy peek at a time
I witness the snowy blanket 
Rushing in between my board and mind.

One snowy peak at a time
As you see the little houses 
With chimneys smoking through the sky, 
I think how lucky I am to be alive.

One snowy peak at a time
As I look to the stars for guidance 
I noticed a little voice tell me 
One peak at a time…I will always shine.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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A Passionate Loves Unity 
October 27, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Passion derives pleasure from connection.  We are passionate about many 
things in life, yet it almost involves connecting our spirit with another force that 

collides to bring out the most synergistic effects of delight and emotion.  We 
dance, sing, and express ourselves with passion while embracing the alliance 

of the souls who come together because of a shared interest.”
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One Snowy Peak at a Time  (Part Two)
November 8, 2021

Joey: One Snowy Peak at a Time — I bask in the snowy slopes and glide and ride as if my 
  life is on the line.

Rabbi: One Snowy Peak at a Time — I soak up the icy sun rays and see what my inner being  
	 has	to	say	as	I	fly	away	down	the	mountains	majestic	peaks.

Joey:   One Snowy Peak at a Time — The scenes of on a sun-kissed afternoon full of hope I  
 soar down the shattering crystals and take over the mountain tops.

Rabbi: One Snowy Peak at a Time — The inertia of eternity pulls little old me down the slopes 
  and the deepest hopes serve to always protect me.

Joey:  One Snowy Peak at a Time — I have entered a dream and the vision of gliding on  
 Mother Nature’s greatest creation; I shred until the tranquility of dusk arrives.

Rabbi:  One Snowy Peak at a Time — White powder surreal reality surrounds and nurtures me  
 and all I can feel and see is your holy majesty.

Joey:    One Snowy Peak at a Time — On top of mountaintops, the sensation is unearthed;  I  
 soak in the glistening snow and dial in as I turn the course and uplift my inner soul.

One Snowy Peak at a Time  (Part Two)

One snowy peak at a time
I bask in the snowy slopes and glide and ride 
As if my life is on the line.

One snowy peak at a time
The scenes of on a sun-kissed afternoon 
Full of hope I soar down the shattering crystals 
And take over the mountain tops.

One snowy peak at a time
I have entered a dream and the vision 
Of gliding on Mothers Nature’s greatest creation
I shred until the tranquility of dusk arrives.

One snowy peak at a time
On top of mountaintops, the sensation is unearthed 
I soak in the glistening snow and dial in 
As I turn the course and uplift my inner soul.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Starlight Gazing Back at Me 
November 8, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Starlight Gazing Back at Me is a painting that depicts the reflective stance I 
step into when under the moonlight.  It’s glow, bright light, and appearance 
through a midnight sky lingers even after the night ends.  I enjoy nighttime 

tranquility as it brings the day into a perspective that I can grasp, meditate on, 
and inspire me for the next day.  There are hopes and dreams that illuminate 

from the beam of a star.  It radiates and sheds light from the universe onto our 
small Earth as to say the possibilities are infinite.“
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The Positive and Present Mindset
November 15, 2021

Joey:  The mind and the powerful kingdom within.

Rabbi:  Can you elaborate on why you chose this topic?

Joey:  To relay the importance of keeping a strong uplifted mindset. 

Joey: The Positive and Present Mindset — To never act on fear and never choose impatience  
 but to wait and peace will appear and take you into an uplifting perspective.

Rabbi: The Positive and Present Mindset — To always stay on the sunny side of the street will  
 keep you breathing free and clear and with the smile that never will go away.

Joey: The Positive and Present Mindset — To strive for positivity that will enable you to get  
 in touch with the deepest parts of your soul.

Rabbi:  The Positive and Present Mindset — To lift up your eyes to the mountains from there  
 will come your salvation and inspiration.

Joey: The Positive and Present Mindset — To remain positive and allow yourself to enter a  
 realm with active attitudes of honest faith on the road to the holy kingdom.

The Positive and Present Mindset

The positive and present mindset
To never act on fear
And never choose impatience but to wait 
And peace will appear 
And take you into an uplifting perspective.

The positive and present mindset
To strive for positivity that will enable you 
To get in touch with the deepest parts of your soul.

The positive and present mindset
To remain positive 
And allow yourself to enter a realm 
With active attitudes of honest faith 
On the road to the holy kingdom.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Relinquish Your Thoughts on a New Tomorrow 
November 8, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Let go of your thoughts of a new tomorrow and stay awake in the present 
moment.  That’s the key to life.  The magic of the moment is where God and 

love reside.  So many people are stuck in the future or the past, yet in the  
moment is where happiness can be found and truth reveal itself.  I try my  

hardest to relinquish hope in the next day and strive to absorb the  
current one with the utmost positive attitude each day.“
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I Can Do Anything Through My Faith  (Part One)
November 21, 2021

Joey:  I am very happy to see you.  I had a great morning at the beach with the guys.

Rabbi:  A smile is worth a thousand words.  Your laugh is worth ten thousand words.  I am  
 glad you had a good morning with the guys.  I wanted to tell you Joey that we are  
 going to do a poem.  You know the drill.  What is the topic of the new poem that you  
 would like to choose?

Joey:  Knowing your true potential.

Joey:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — As I conquer my biggest battles, I know  
 that I already won!

Rabbi:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — When I am face-to-face with the walls of  
 my life, I know all I have to do is climb on over.

Joey:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — As I soar over the skies, I’m so thankful to  
 be alive.

Rabbi:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — Like an eagle carrying it’s young on it’s  
 back to protect it from the arrows of the man, so to, I can do anything through my  
 faith.

Joey:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — Like a lion is the King of the Jungle, I  
 know I am the King.

Rabbi:	I	Can	Do	Anything	Through	My	Faith	—	Like	a	river	will	always	find	its	way	to	the	 
	 sea,	so	to,	can	I	find	my	way	back.

Joey:	 I	Can	Do	Anything	Through	My	Faith	—	We	are	on	our	final	destination,	so	follow	 
 me to no end.

I Can Do Anything Through My Faith  (Part One)

I can do anything through my faith
As I conquer my biggest battles, 
I know that I already won!

I can do anything through my faith
As I soar over the skies, 
I’m so thankful to be alive.

I can do anything through my faith
Like a lion is the King of the Jungle, 
I know I am the King.

I can do anything through my faith
We are on our final destination, 
So follow me to no end.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Branches of the Wise Tree 
November 17, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

The wisest tree bares it all.  
Sheds leaves during the fall. 
Let the seasons do their thing. 
As winter fades they are reborn in spring. 
The branches are its arms and legs. 
In the woods by the river, 
the branches are for climbing 
and to allow the tree to be a giver and lover. 
For others to hang and others to hide, 
in the shade away from the sunshine. 
Its wisdom is timeless and uprooted for all. 
The wisest branch gives love in the fall.
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I Can Do Anything Through My Faith  (Part Two)
November 22, 2021

Joey:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — and God to help us through with  
 enduring faith giving us the true ability of strength to power through our day.

Rabbi:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — and the one and only above and  
	 below	the	sun	is	the	one	worth	fighting	for.

Joey:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — I rest in God’s grace, following his  
 path to abundance.  God sees our struggles and every bend in the road and  
 by carrying faith we will endure.

Rabbi:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — I sing his holy praises.  I look for  
 his presence all night and day and I take strength from all he says and does  
 and I know he will be by my side.

Joey:  I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — By holding strong to God’s plan to  
 hold the faith as you bask into the tranquility of his divine light knowing he  
 will lead you to lighter and brighter days.

Rabbi: I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — And when the world tells me it  
	 cannot	be	done,	I	am	the	first	to	admit	that’s	true,	unless	you	see	it	is	really	 
 not you that’s doing it, but it is God who is doing it through you.

Joey: I Can Do Anything Through My Faith — As I push past fear, courage, and  
 grace as I look to win another race.

I Can Do Anything Through My Faith  (Part Two)

I can do anything through my faith
And God to help us through with enduring faith 
Giving us the true ability of strength 
To power through our day.

I can do anything through my faith
I rest in God’s grace, following his path to abundance. 
God sees our struggles and every bend in the road 
And by carrying faith we will endure.

I can do anything through my faith
By holding strong to God’s plan to hold the faith 
As you bask into the tranquility of his divine light 
Knowing he will lead you to lighter and brighter days.

I can do anything through my faith
As I push past fear, courage, and grace 
As I look to win another race.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Swinging Through the Jungle of Life 
November 17, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Life is one huge jungle of survival of the fittest.  We are all trying to evolve to 
our best potential to flourish in our escapades.  I’m a driven young man with 
many dreams and aspirations and look forward to being the face of struggle 

and overcoming them.  I’m swinging through the forest like the King of the 
Jungle trying to find the next tree to climb and overcome.”
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You and I Are of the Same  (Part One)
December 12, 2021

Joey:  I must say my hard work is coming with great results.  My team has made it an  
	 honor	to	represent	as	a	unit.		Thank	you	to	all	involved.		We	all	need	to	find	the	 
 beauty in each other.

Rabbi:		What	would	be	the	title	of	the	poem	and	the	first	line?

Joey: You and I Are of the Same — We breathe the same air and think totally different  
 thoughts.  Are we different?

Rabbi: You and I Are of the Same — We thrive on the same love that everyone thrives  
 on so how are we different from everyone else? 

Joey: You and I Are of the Same — We are all God’s children in his divine light,  
 equally loved.

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — We are all seeking the ultimate prize to be able to  
 look at everyone right between their eyes.

Joey: You and I Are of the Same — As I look into your eyes, I see me looking at you.

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — As I stare into your heart, I see a whole new way  
 for me to start my day.

Joey: You and I Are of the Same — As our souls intertwine, I see a bond like glue  
 holding us together.

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — As our love is exchanged, I sense the essence of  
 your name and I call out to you all day and night.

Joey: You and I Are of the Same — I hear you and welcome your love with arms  
 open wide.

You and I Are of the Same  (Part One)

You and I are of the same 
We breathe the same air and think totally different thoughts.  
Are we different?

You and I are of the same 
We are all God’s children in his divine light, Equally loved.

You and I are of the same 
As I look into your eyes, I see me looking at you.

You and I are of the same 
As our souls intertwine, I see a bond like glue holding us together.

You and I are of the same 
I hear you and welcome your love with arms open wide.
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Mystical Release of Pleasure 
December 11, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Mystical and magical is what I can describe about these colors.  I had no 
color scheme to this painting.  I just went with what felt right at that moment 

in time.  I felt very creative and I just let my paintbrush roam free, allowing my 
body to go wherever it needed to go to make this masterpiece.  I want the 

viewer to see this and see where their imagination takes them.  The power of 
an imagination can take you to places where you find your dreams and  

pleasures that cause fulfillment.”
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You and I Are of the Same  (Part Two)
December 13, 2021

Joey:  You and I Are of the Same — We all know the forbidden tree.  The wind blows the  
 fall leaves as I look into the lake. I see you and me. 

Rabbi: You and I Are of the Same — Well we all feed off the same life force.  The tree of  
 life keeps us safe from the forbidden tree’s curse. 

Joey:  You and I Are of the Same — Walking in the path God created for the both of us to  
 switch lanes to meet again. 

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — We have both seen how the unfolding dream is be 
 coming our mutual reality. 

Joey:  You and I Are of the Same — As gravity takes us to the unknown, I know he will  
 keep us safe under the sun. 

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — As the inertia draws us down the path that is chosen  
 for us, we share a bond that will always keep us together. 

Joey:  You and I Are of the Same — So take my lead as we see the unseen. 

Rabbi: You and I Are of the Same — Wherever you go, I will follow, and the words that  
 your heart speaks will light up our path. 

Joey:  You and I Are of the Same — Follow me as we see that you and me are meant to be. 

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — When we arrive at our ultimate destination, we will sit  
 down and partake in the festive occasion. 

Joey: You and I Are of the Same — Believe me when I say. 

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — I hear your words and my heart and brain believe  
 you, whatever it is that you say. 

Joey:  You and I Are of the Same — I pray one day you see you and I are one of the same. 

Rabbi:  You and I Are of the Same — Your prayers are a soothing bond for all that  
 disturbs the soul and my dearest hope is that you will always be close by so that  
 we can together go where we go. 

Joey:  You and I are of the same mind, body, and soul. I love you so.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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You and I Are of the Same  (Part Two)

You and I are of the same — We all know the forbidden tree.  
The wind blows the fall leaves as I look into the lake.  I see you and me. 
You and I are of the same 
Walking in the path God created for the both of us to switch lanes to meet again. 
You and I are of the same 
As gravity takes us to the unknown, I know he will keep us safe under the sun. 
You and I are of the same — So take my lead as we see the unseen. 
You and I are of the same — Follow me as we see that you and me are meant to be. 
You and I are of the same — Believe me when I say. 
You and I are of the same — I pray one day you see you and I are one of the same. 
You and I are of the same — Mind, body, and soul. I love you so.

Ocean Sea Breeze 
December 13, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Painting has played a considerable role in my new found love
of the Arts — and the ocean nourishes my soul.  This painting 

reminds me of the oceanic setting at Clearwater Beach, Florida.”
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One Step at a Time  (Part One)
December 19, 2021

Rabbi: Would you like to choose a poem topic? What will it be?

Joey: Adversity; because we all go through it.

Rabbi:  What would you like to name this poem?

Joey:  One Step at a Time — Come with me as we glide to the unknown.

Rabbi: One Step at a Time — Let us explore the adventure land called One Step at a Time.

Joey:  One Step at a Time — As we go through the everglades, just like the top of the  
 trees that only the sun sees.

Rabbi: One Step at a Time — See through the challenges and walk through the walls,  
 when you take One Step at a Time, there’s nothing that can hold you back at all.

Joey:  One Step at a Time — So, have faith you see, only the blind can see that this  
 path was made for me.

Rabbi: One Step at a Time — Seeing is believing and believing is seeing and when you  
 walk the road of belief, you will see that no one else can see.

Joey:  One Step at a Time — Remember that all paths don’t have strong foundations  
 but will stand strong

Rabbi: One Step at a Time — Keep it in sharp focus that the focus point is that when  
 you take baby steps, you will arrive.

Joey:		 One	Step	at	a	Time	—	And	when	you	see	what	is	in	the	finished	line,	you	get	to	 
 celebrate greatness.

One Step at a Time  (Part One)

One step at a time 
Come with me as we glide to the unknown.

One step at a time 
As we go through the everglades, 
Just like the top of the trees that only the sun sees.

One step at a time 
So, have faith you see, only the blind can see  
That this path was made for me.

One step at a time 
Remember that all paths don’t have strong  
Foundations but will stand strong

One step at a time 
And when you see what is in the finished line, 
You get to celebrate greatness.
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The Paint Guru 
December 23, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“I have titled this piece The Paint Guru as it embodies the artist at work,  
one stroke at a time.  The artist is a craftsman, yearning to capture the  

essence with each stroke of the brush.  The brush hits the canvas at a certain 
velocity capturing the detail and desire of the emotions involved.  A guru is 

someone who is wise and masterful at their skill.  I consider myself 
a student on his way to becoming a guru myself.“
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One Step at a Time  (Part Two)
December 20, 2021

Joey:  One Step at a Time — Put one foot in front of the other. Each one puts you further on  
 the path to your goal.

Rabbi: One Step at a Time — Step out into the horizon and see the many splendid colors of  
 your life.

Joey:  One Step at a Time — Be patient and just keep going and everyday you keep growing.

Rabbi: One Step at a Time — Be alert to all the changes that are coming your way and then  
 you will see what a wonderful person you really are.

Joey:  One Step at a Time — I am living each day as it’s your last.  Giving your best to this  
 world through the mist of the storm.  There will always be a light guiding you in.

Rabbi: One Step at a Time — It all comes down to this, when you have nothing else but your 
  next step.  Life will truly be bliss.

Joey:  One Step at a Time — In his divine light, walking with courage and grace, knowing 
  you are closer to your future on the path to all almighty miracles.

One Step at a Time  (Part Two)

One step at a time 
Put one foot in front of the other. 
Each one puts you further on the path to your goal.

One step at a time 
Be patient and just keep going 
And everyday you keep growing.

One step at a time 
I am living each day as it’s your last. 
Giving your best to this world 
Through the mist of the storm. 
There will always be a light guiding you in.

One step at a time 
In his divine light, walking with courage and grace,  
Knowing you are closer to your future 
On the path to all almighty miracles.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Crimson in the Skies 
December 29, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“Crimson in the Skies captures the essence of how a red October sky 
fades as fall creeps in and the burning flames from the summer sun cooling 

down the season.  Life is divided into seasons, the season for love and a  
season for reflection; a summer and a winter, a spring and a fall.  Once the 

hurricane season concludes, the changes of the leaves will show 
their true colors until spring comes around and rejuvenates the 

nakedness of the trees and sprouts again anew”
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Each One Teach One  (Part One)
December 26, 2021

Rabbi:  What poetic topic would you like to work on today?

Joey: Finding your true potential in life.

Rabbi:  What should we title this poem?

Joey: Each One Teach One.

Joey:		 Each	One	Teach	One	—	Follow	me	in	this	maze	of	life	as	we	find	 
 the path that’s so divine.

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — Come my friend, take my hand.  Each one  
 will know how to teach one.

Joey:  Each One Teach One — Learn what gifts you possess that make  
 you different from the rest.

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — Study the Creator’s ways and everything  
 he says to you and you will know exactly what to do.

Joey:  Each One Teach One — Forget the distractions that may come in  
 your way and remember God made your journey that way. 

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — Transcend the confusion and you can set  
 sail.  There is no end to what you can accomplish.

Joey:		 Each	One	Teach	One	—	In	the	ocean	of	life	we	are	small	fish	but	 
	 remember	it	is	not	how	you	start,	it’s	how	you	finish.

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — In the river of time we are but a milli- 
 second.  But a millisecond is worth an eternity.

Joey:  Each One Teach One — Time doesn’t exist when a timeless  
 blessing begins. Eternally it lasts forever.

Each One Teach One  (Part One)

Each one teach one 
Follow me in this maze of life as we find the path that’s so divine.

Each one teach one
Learn what gifts you possess that make you different from the rest.

Each one teach one
Forget the distractions that may come in your way 
And remember God made your journey that way. 

Each one teach one
In the ocean of life we are small fish 
But remember it is not how you start, it’s how you finish.

Each one teach one
Time doesn’t exist when a timeless blessing begins. Eternally it lasts forever.
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A Glorious Manifestation of Brighter Days 
December 31, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“A brighter day begins with positive affirmations.  It builds over time until  
reality takes shape from the constant visualization and concentration on its 

potential.  I work each day to see the fruits of my labor come to life and 
I strive to paint the picture of my dreams on the canvas of my future.”
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Each One Teach One  (Part Two)
December 27, 2021

Joey: Evolve within yourself.  That in itself is better than wealth.

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — We discovered who we truly are and who you  
 truly can be.

Joey:  Each One Teach One — The lessons of growth are not only measured in  
 inches, but in moments.

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — The wisdom we gain we can share with each other  
 and with everyone everywhere.

Joey:  Each One Teach One — I take these teachings to my inner soul where  
 many stories are told.

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — I am inspired by our discovering and motivated by  
 revelations, and drawn to the poetry of our ever changing situations.

Joey:  Each One Teach One — Remember that knowledge is power to measure  
	 minutes	by	the	hour.		Seconds	are	how	teaching	flowers.

Rabbi: Each One Teach One — Always see that shiny star guiding you along the  
 way and always say what your soul has to say.

Joey:  Each One Teach One — It says reach for the stars and the moon as I gather  
 my thoughts.

Each One Teach One  (Part Two)

Evolve within yourself. 
That in itself is better than wealth.

Each one teach one
The lessons of growth are not only measured in inches,
But in moments.

Each one teach one 
I take these teachings to my inner soul 
Where many stories are told.

Each one teach one 
Remember that knowledge is power 
To measure minutes by the hour. 
Seconds are how teaching flowers.

Each one teach one 
It says reach for the stars and the moon 
As I gather my thoughts.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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A Midnights Glare with a Goldmines Affair 
December 31, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

“This painting expresses the mystery that the moon evokes after the sun sets 
and the night falls.  I wonder how many others drift off into oblivion and  

curiously think about the universe, its intangibles and the forces that brought 
us on this planet.  It also brings to mind the intimate moments we have with 

those we love at the peak hours of the evening.  It’s all so wondrous and  
overwhelming.  I thought the only way to truly capture it was through 

the stroke of paint, rather than the gift of gab.”
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Stars Can Shine Without Darkness
January 3, 2022

Joey: Stars Can Shine Without Darkness — A dream come true in the silver nights.  
 Dreaming big and shining bright, I can see the vision inside the light.
 
Joey: Stars Can Shine Without Darkness — The days that were stormy are now the  
 brightest blue.  Keep your eyes on the prize.  Life is a gift to be treasured every  
 second of the ride. 

Rabbi: Stars Can Shine Without Darkness — Dreams in the night shine gently but the  
 sensation of hope is what lights our lives.

Joey: Stars Can Shine Without Darkness — Even if your dreams are never ending, and 
  your ideas are few, we have the capability of making (them) come true.

Rabbi: Stars Can Shine Without Darkness — Don’t get fooled by the constant onslaught  
 of tribulations.  Just keep your chin up and keep yourself surrounded by  
 inspiration.

Joey: Stars Can Shine Without Darkness — Looking out on the new horizon I see a 
  dream coming through, raising myself to the highest good.

Stars Can Shine Without Darkness

Stars can shine without darkness 
A dream come true in the silver nights. 
Dreaming big and shining bright, 
I can see the vision inside the light.

Stars can shine without darkness 
The days that were stormy are now the brightest blue.  
Keep your eyes on the prize. 
Life is a gift to be treasured every second of the ride. 

Stars can shine without darkness 
Even if your dreams are never ending, 
And your ideas are few, 
We have the capability of making (them) come true.

Stars can shine without darkness 
Looking out on the new horizon 
I see a dream coming through, 
Raising myself to the highest good.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Cotton Candy Wonderland 
January 12, 2022
Acrylic on canvas

“This painting is all about vibrancy.  The colors illuminate off the canvas  
in a tone similar to cotton candy.  The contrast between blue and pink shed  
a new perspective, like a closing day or a sunrise in the morning.  I tried to 

keep it simple and focus on the striking tones that bring about  
the feelings of joy only cotton candy could.”
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The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon  (Part One)
January 9, 2022

Rabbi: Let’s jump into some poetry.  What would you like the poem to be about? 

Joey: The beauty of an ocean’s horizon. 

Rabbi: The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — Listen to the inner workings of my heart  
 and you can hear the waves crashing on the shore.

Joey:  The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — Don’t go blind looking into the sun.   
 Realize that the story has just begun. 

Rabbi:  The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — Beauty is skin deep but the ocean’s beauty  
 is much deeper than that meets the eye.

Joey:  The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — Takes your breath away as the palm trees  
 sway.  I thank God everyday.

Rabbi:		The	Beauty	of	an	Ocean’s	Horizon	—	Stunning	is	the	sight	of	the	reflection	of	 
 the moon at midnight in the ocean’s waves.  That too takes your breath away.

Joey:		 The	Beauty	of	an	Ocean’s	Horizon	—	As	my	toes	touch	the	sand,	I	reflect	to	 
 who I am and understand that God made me who I am.

The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon  (Part One)

The beauty of an ocean’s horizon
Don’t go blind looking into the sun. 
Realize that the story has just begun.

The beauty of an ocean’s horizon
Takes your breath away as the palm trees sway. 
I thank God everyday.

The beauty of an ocean’s horizon
As my toes touch the sand, I reflect to who I am 
And understand that God made me who I am.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Carnival Custom 
January 14, 2022
Acrylic on canvas

“Feeling my body spinning around in the MARC chair is like a ride in a carnival 
with happiness and joy filling my heart.  In the carnival in my mind I see cotton 
candy colors flowing through my paintbrush showing all expressions of a fun 

and lovely day.  Living through my eyes, you can see every detail that I  
observe to find the most precious moments that I never take for granted.”
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The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon  (Part Two)
January 10, 2022

Rabbi: Let’s jump in, Part Two.  How would you like to add to today’s version?

Joey: The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — Powerful and strong as it breathes and roars.   
 A warm embrace between sea and land, the sun and sand go hand-in-hand. 

Rabbi: The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — Profundity oozes out of every wave and the  
 combination of soft beauty and power saves our souls and shows us where to go.

Joey: The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — The blue horizon meets the sky.  The end  
	 cannot	be	seen.		Take	my	hand	and	float	upon	the	breeze.

Rabbi: The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — The dawn and the dusk illustrate to all of  
 us that the Divine Artist is painting a masterpiece for all of us to fathom endlessly.

Joey:	 The	Beauty	of	an	Ocean’s	Horizon	—	Ocean’s	flow,	rapids	roar,	seagulls	soar… 
 and the waves collide leaving us breathless.

Rabbi:	The	Beauty	of	an	Ocean’s	Horizon	—	The	even	flow,	the	fast	and	slow,	the	pebbles	 
	 and	the	islands	all	find	their	place	with	his	amazing	grace.

Joey: The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon — Is a lovely gift to embrace above the rest.  
 The best has yet to come.

The Beauty of an Ocean’s Horizon  (Part Two)

The beauty of an ocean’s horizon
Powerful and strong as it breathes and roars.  
A warm embrace between sea and land,  
The sun and sand go hand-in-hand. 

The beauty of an ocean’s horizon
The blue horizon meets the sky. 
The end cannot be seen. 
Take my hand and float upon the breeze.

The beauty of an ocean’s horizon
Ocean’s flow, rapids roar, seagulls soar…
And the waves collide leaving us breathless.

The beauty of an ocean’s horizon
Is a lovely gift to embrace above the rest. 
The best has yet to come.

The text on this page is from a weekly writing session with Rabbi Schwartz, followed by solely Joey’s lines.
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Painted Dreams 
January 14, 2022
Acrylic on canvas

“A dream is just a dream until your actions make it a reality.  You can paint any 
picture you want in your life story, always remember that with perseverance 

and the love of the dream will make the impossible possible.  I wanted to  
create purity with these colors to show how delicate a dream can be  

but how beautiful it can be if the dream comes to life”
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The Joey Lowenstein Family Foundation

Breaking the Barriers of Autism

Mission Statement
The mission of the Joey Lowenstein Family Foundation is  

to be the catalyst in giving those with autism who are voiceless, a voice.   
In the world of autism, many with vast talent are unable to share  

their inner thoughts simply because they cannot speak.   
No one should be without a voice.   

We want the voiceless to be able to communicate effectively  
so that they can reach their fullest potential.   

We want to break down communication barriers for these individuals,  
letting nothing stand in our way.

The Joey Lowenstein Family Foundation is a 501(c)(3) organization
Tax ID #46-0695734

www.JoeyLowensteinFoundation.org



From Joey Lowenstein

“In this book, I have compiled what I believe to be some of my finest pieces as 
a poet and painter.  As I have been inspired by so many people around me,  

I hope to inspire others with my words and art.”

“We all have the potential to be artists.  By getting in touch with your inner artist, 
you can discover the skills that can be developed through hours of practice.  

 As a result, you will produce pieces and portraits you hadn’t imagined.   
I thank you from the bottom of my heart for checking out my work!”

Joey Lowenstein created his first abstract painting in early 2020.  
As a young man living with autism, Joey uses painting as a mindfulness exercise

that promotes creativity and rest for his active mind.  For the painting titles and poetry, 
Joey spells out each word on a keyboard which one of his aides holds — he is not

verbalizing these writings except an occasional word after he spells it.  
These two creative outlets help Joey find his voice. 

Joey has more to write and more to paint. 
This is just the beginning.

Joey Lowenstein painting Jungle of Desire
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